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Abstract: The history of the development of the multiple-channel cochlear implant by a research team at the University of Melbourne, in collaboration with Nucleus Ltd, is reviewed and related to various strategies for speech processing and cochlear stimulation for the profoundly deaf. The results of clinical trials are summarised and evaluated.

REVIEW
In the 1960s the fundamental question was: could direct electrical stimulation of auditory nerve fibres help profoundly-totally deaf people understand connected or running speech? Profoundly-totally deaf people have very little residual hearing due to loss of the organ of Corti, and could therefore not be assisted by amplifying speech sounds with a powerful hearing aid.

As frequency information was known to be important in recognizing phonemes and words it was considered necessary to see how well electrical stimulation could reproduce the coding of frequency. Frequency was thought to be coded by spatial and/or temporal mechanisms. Spatially this was through the place or site of stimulation of the auditory centres. Temporally it was through the rate of nerve firing or more correctly the time intervals between nerve action potentials.

Studies specifically designed to investigate these questions on anaesthetized experimental animals showed that electrical stimulation could not reproduce the sustained firing seen with acoustic responses at rates above 200-500 pulses/s. The probability of the neurons firing at each pulse interval was greater for electrical stimulation than for sound (Clark, 1969). Furthermore, it was demonstrated that periodic electrical stimuli were encoded in the discharge of neurons up to a rate of 400-600 pulses/s (Merzenich et al., 1973). As the data from the above initial study (Clark, 1969) had been obtained from the auditory pathways in the anaesthetized animal, it could not be concluded the findings were necessarily applicable to the coding of frequency in the intact alert animal. To help resolve this matter a series of behavioural studies was undertaken on the experimental animal (Clark et al., 1972; Clark et al., 1973). These showed the animals had severe limitations discriminating different rates of stimulation above 200-600 pulses/s.

As our initial research on acute preparations and behavioural animals showed the limitations of using electrical stimulation to code frequencies above 500 pulses/s on a temporal or rate coding basis, it was considered that a single-channel implant would not be satisfactory for conveying important speech frequencies above 500Hz. It was necessary to convey frequencies up to approximately 4000Hz for adequate speech comprehension. For this reason, in 1971-72, we embarked on the development of a fully-implantable, multiple-channel (multiple-electrode) cochlear implant that would thus enable us to code frequencies above 500Hz (essential for speech intelligibility) on a place coding basis.

It was considered that the device needed to be fully-implantable, as a plug and socket could result in infection extending from the site where the socket emerged through the skin to the tissues within the body. This meant we had to design the electronic circuitry of the implantable receiver-stimulator unit so that a number of possible speech processing strategies could be evaluated on our patients. A fully-implantable system would not be as "transparent" as a plug and socket.

Having embarked on the development of a multiple-channel implant it was also necessary to study how best to site the electrodes within the cochlea and provide appropriate electrical stimuli, to both minimize trauma to the neurons we hoped to stimulate as well as localize the electrical current to discrete groups of nerve fibres for place coding. This involved computer modelling and animal experimental studies (Black and Clark, 1977; Black and Clark, 1978; Clark, 1973; Clark et al., 1974). The possibility of localizing the current to discrete groups of nerve fibres by using bipolar stimulation was demonstrated by Merzenich (1974).

Our first cochlear implant operation on a postlinguistically deaf adult with a profound-total hearing loss was carried out on 1 August 1978 (see Figure 1). Postoperatively we undertook psychophysical studies to explore his percepts for variations in place, rate and intensity of stimulation. They confirmed the limitations of discriminating rate of stimulation above 200-300 pulses/s seen previously with our studies on experimental animals. They showed that place pitch was different from rate pitch. It had timbre which varied from sharp to dull depending on whether a basal (high frequency) or apical (low frequency) electrode was stimulated respectively. The patient could also scale place pitch well for site of stimulation indicating that the current spread for common ground stimulation with our banded electrodes provided satisfactory current localization. Common ground stimulation, available with the prototype implant, resulted in current flowing from an active electrode to all the other
electrodes on the array connected together electronically. Finally, studies on loudness showed this varied primarily with stimulus current level and the loudness growth due to increase in current was much steeper than for acoustical stimulation in normal hearing subjects.

Our first speech research involved presenting speech through a processor which modelled basilar membrane motion and the fine tuning of auditory nerve firing. We did this in the belief that in spite of the limitations on the discrimination of rate of stimulation the closer we could get to simulating the spatio-temporal patterns of auditory nerve firing with speech sounds the more chance we would have of the patient understanding running speech. However, this strategy did not provide significant help, and this was thought to be due in part to unpredictable variations in loudness from summation of electrical fields with simultaneous stimulation on neighbouring electrodes.

The most important clue in developing a speech processing strategy to help our patient understand running speech came when he was asked to mimic the sounds he experienced when different single electrode sites were stimulated. He imitated the percepts as vowels and the vowel varied according to the place of stimulation. In explaining this relationship and in developing an appropriate speech coding strategy for multiple-electrode stimulation we considered it important to determine what equivalent acoustical signals could produce the spectral colours (/æ/, /æ/ or /æ/) or (/æ/, /æ/ or /æ/) perceived by the patient (Tong et al., 1979). We were helped in this regard by a study by Delattre et al. (1952) who had shown that single-formant synthetic vowels with formant frequencies at 720Hz, 2160Hz and 3000Hz were identified respectively as having vowel colours corresponding to /æ/, /æ/ or /æ/. This suggested that the spectral colours produced by electrical stimulation on single electrodes could be approximately equivalent to those produced by acoustical signals with their spectral emphases centred at frequencies ranging from 720Hz to above 3000Hz. Research on our patient also showed that we could shift the vowel perceived from /æ/ to an /æ/ or /æ/ by increasing the current level and we attributed this to a shift in the population of neurons stimulated and an averaging process referred to by Plomp (1976) for spectral components of acoustic stimuli.

We also carried out psychophysical studies using two electrodes stimulated simultaneously and at the same rate. The vowel perceived was different from that for each one stimulated separately. When we stimulated one electrode resulting in /æ/ and combined this with another resulting in /æ/ the percept was /æ/. This suggested that an averaging process was taking place in the brain when the two populations of neurons were excited for spectral components in the two vowels. Another important finding was that when two nearby electrodes were stimulated simultaneously with rates which differed by approximately 5%-7% the patient perceived a consonant and following vowel. With the electrodes used this was /æ/ or /æ/. Data from the study suggested that beating was occurring, and that amplitude changes from the stimuli moving in and out of phase were responsible for the perception of the consonant in conjunction with the vowel. The stimuli were representing some of the acoustic cues for the coarticulation of consonants and vowels (Tong et al., 1979).

In deciding how to implement a speech processing strategy we considered we should extract one formant frequency initially, and code this as place of stimulation. We had seen that single electrode stimulation could produce vowel colours that were equivalent to those for the single formant representation of vowels. The relationship between a single formant representation of the first and second formants in vowels was, however, complex and not well understood. For that reason it was more appropriate to extract the second formant frequency as it had been shown from research by Potter et al., (1947), Cooper et al., (1952), Liberman et al., (1954), Fant (1956) and others to be the formant providing most speech information. It was coded as place of stimulation because it was in a high frequency range and our initial psychophysical studies on the patient had shown that high frequencies could be coded as place pitch.

The decision to extract the second formant frequency was a change in the direction of our research. It meant preprocessing of speech information, selecting important cues and determining how best to present the information to the nervous system. If electrical stimulation of the nervous system produced an information “bottleneck” as indicated by our animal experimental and human psychophysical data, it was important to be selective with the information presented through the “bottleneck”. As a result of this decision we also extracted the fundamental or voicing frequency as it is not visible on the lips and its presentation would therefore be a great help as a lipreading aid. Voicing which is low in frequency was appropriately coded on a rate or temporal basis because our previous experimental animal and human psychophysical findings had shown that frequencies up to 300-500Hz could be coded this way.

In addition, it was considered important to present the coded fundamental frequency only to the individual electrodes presenting second formants on a place coding basis. This would ensure that the unpredictable variations in loudness that occurred with summation of electrical fields from simultaneous stimulation on two or more neighbouring electrodes with the physiologically-based processor would not occur. Finally, the intensity of the second formant was
This inaugural formant or cue extraction speech processing strategy was first implemented on a laboratory-based computer in 1978, and shown to provide the patient with approximately a 400% improvement in understanding running speech when using electrical stimulation combined with lipreading compared to lipreading alone. He was also able to understand some running speech when using electrical stimulation alone. A second postlingually deaf adult who had been profoundly deaf for 13 years rather than two years in the case of the first patient received a multiple-electrode cochlear implant on 13 July 1979. He obtained results that were similar to the first patient suggesting that the coding strategy might be generally applicable. It was also an important finding that even after 13 years of no auditory input he was still able to remember the sounds of speech and this showed his auditory pathways could process the coded speech information. In April 1980 the speech processing strategy was realized as a portable unit with dimensions 15x15x6.5cm and weight of 1.25Kg.

The laboratory-based speech processor consisted of three basic sections: speech signal parameter extraction, encoding of speech parameters to electrical stimulus parameters, and digital configuration of electrical stimulus data. Four speech signal parameters were estimated every 20 ms in the parameter extraction section. The fundamental (voicing) frequency (FO) and a low frequency energy measure (AO) were estimated by measuring the period and the average amplitude of the output waveform of a lowpass filter. The second formant frequency (F2) and its amplitude (A2) were estimated by measuring the zero crossings and average amplitude of the output waveform of a bandpass filter. The speech parameter estimates (FO, AO, F2, A2) were transformed to electrical stimulus parameters every 20 ms in the encoding section. Only one electrode was activated in any 20 ms time frame. For a given F2 estimate an electrode was selected according to a predetermined F2-to-electrode transformation map: the F2 frequency range was divided into nine subbands; each subband was assigned to a particular electrode. The subband of lowest frequency was assigned to the electrode with the dullest sensation, while the subband of highest frequency was assigned to the electrode with the sharpest sensation. The current level for the single-electrode pulse train was determined from A2. A 20 ms speech segment was classified as voiced if AO exceeded a pre-selected threshold, and unvoiced otherwise. For unvoiced speech segments, a constant low pulse rate for electrical stimulation was used. This low rate was used as it produced a sensation described as 'rough' which is the closest response to that of noise perceived by normal hearing subjects. For voiced speech segments, the pulse rate was proportional to FO, and was higher than the pulse rate used for the unvoiced segments. Given the electrode selection, current level and pulse rate for a 20 ms time frame, the digital configuration section of the speech processor formatted the electrical stimulus data, and transferred these data to the external transmitter unit (Tong et al., 1980a). The portable speech processor used the same overall coding strategies as the laboratory-based speech processor but analyzed speech every 10 ms rather than 20 ms.

Establishing the benefits of the inaugural FO/F2 speech processing strategy required setting up a series of speech perception tests in standardized conditions. This involved making sure that the test material was prerecorded, not previously presented, and administered in controlled conditions. To show the benefits of the implant in understanding running speech not only did we use the phonetically-balanced AB word test (Clark et al., 1981a) but also the CID everyday sentence test (Clark et al., 1981b) and then later the Tracking test (Martin et al., 1981). The testing was also carried out for electrical stimulation alone, lipreading alone and electrical stimulation combined with lipreading.

The results of the initial testing are reported in more detail elsewhere (Clark et al., 1981a, b; Martin et al., 1981). In summary, however, with AB words the first patient obtained a score of 10% for words and 20% for phonemes using electrical stimulation alone, and an improvement for electrical stimulation combined with lipreading compared to lipreading alone of 300% (words) and 38% (phonemes). With CID sentences he obtained a score of 14% for electrical stimulation alone and a 386% improvement for electrical stimulation combined with lipreading versus lipreading alone. Similar results were obtained on the second patient.

Although the inaugural speech processor was very effective in providing help in understanding speech when used as a lipreading aid it was of more limited help when used alone without lipreading. Furthermore, its performance was significantly degraded when the signal-to-noise ratio was reduced. For these reasons we undertook further psychophysical research to help determine how well stimuli of relevance to speech comprehension were perceived. We also analyzed the speech perception results to determine which features were most effectively transmitted.

One important question was whether rate (temporal) or place coding was effective in conveying time varying frequency information which is a feature of speech signals. With speech there is a slowly varying fundamental or voicing frequency and consonants, in particular, have frequencies which change rapidly over a duration of about 20 ms (Clark et al., 1987).

Research to answer this question (Tong et al., 1982) showed that when the place of stimulation was varied across adjacent electrodes the two patients could discriminate the transition well for durations of 25, 50 and 100 ms. On the other hand, when varying pulse rates on a single electrode, there was a marked degradation in performance from 100 to 25 ms. This finding helped establish the validity of our speech processing strategy where variations in place of stimulation for F2 could be discriminated for the short durations of consonants. Nevertheless there was still a need that future research should aim at maximizing the amount of information transmitted on a place coding basis over short durations in time. Furthermore, an interesting sequel was that the research helped show that acoustic frequency discrimination probably takes place on a place coding basis, i.e. when we perceive a change in frequency this occurs through a shift in site of stimulation. With acoustic stimuli it is difficult to separate temporal from place coding, and the relative importance of each was not well established. With electrical stimulation place and temporal coding can be artificially separated, and it provided fundamental information on the coding mechanisms involved in frequency discrimination. Although the research on time varying rate of stimulation showed perceptual limitations for
fundamental frequency and confirmed the suitability of the FO/F2 strategy.

A further question of importance was the coding mechanisms for loudness, and in particular the extent to which loudness was a function of repetition rate. Basic physiological studies had shown that to acoustic stimuli the mean firing rate of units increase over a 20-50dB intensity range, and that the population of neurons stimulated also increases. The interrelation between the stimulus rate and excited population is not well understood. For our speech processing strategy it was necessary to know that if we coded the fundamental frequency as rate of stimulation to what extent would variations in rate produce changes in loudness, and could this be controlled if necessary to improve the speech processing strategy. The study was undertaken by comparing loudness changes for stimuli with single pulses per period (SPP), and stimuli with multiple pulses per period (MPP). With the MPP stimuli the mean pulse rate could be kept constant over time while the period of each group of pulses was shortened and the repetition rate increased. The study showed that the MPP stimulus produced approximately equal loudness with variations in repetition rate. The data from the study also indicated that loudness is a function of the physical variables, charge per pulse and overall pulse rate. Loudness did not necessarily increase with charge per unit time (Tong et al., 1983a).

Another question in establishing the effectiveness of our speech processing strategy was the extent to which interaction occurred between repetition rate and place of stimulation. This was relevant as the strategy involved presenting the fundamental frequency as rate and second formant as place of stimulation. Any significant interaction between repetition rate and place of stimulation would lessen the effectiveness of the strategy. The study was undertaken by asking the subject to categorize the stimulus as a "question" or "statement" on the basis of whether there was a rising or falling pitch produced by a slow change in rate of stimulation. The rate trajectories were varied on three separate electrodes from apical, middle and basal sites to see if there was an interaction between rate and place pitch in coding the fundamental frequency of speech. The SPP and MPP modes of stimulation were also compared to help determine whether variations in loudness or pitch change alone were responsible for making "question" and "statement" judgments. The results firstly showed there was a significant interaction between rate and place pitch for the apical electrode but not so for the electrodes in the middle and basal regions. The interaction for the apical electrode probably occurred because a low stimulus rate occurred at an electrode site in a lower frequency region of the cochlea. The interaction was thought to be of secondary importance for speech perception in cochlear implant patients. Secondly, the results showed the lack of any significant difference between SPP and MPP modes of stimulation. This suggested that rate pitch alone and not variations in intensity were being used in coding changes in fundamental frequency.

As the FO/F2 speech processing strategy presented the fundamental frequency across electrodes when coding F2, it was important to not only study the interaction between rate and place pitch for individual electrodes, but for varying rate of stimulation across electrodes. The categorization performance for the presentation of the fundamental frequency across electrodes was compared with that on separate electrodes, and no significant difference seen. There was also no difference whether rate was varied across electrodes in an apical to basal or basal to apical direction. Furthermore, the categorization performance for electrical stimulation was similar to that reported by Fourcin et al., (1979) for acoustical stimulation with fundamental frequency trajectories superimposed on the syllables "oh". This correspondence between acoustical and electrical results suggested that the perception of pitch contours for electrical repetition rate in the presence of a variation in electrode position was similar to the perception of pitch contours for fundamental frequency superimposed on a variation in the spectral envelope of an acoustical signal.

Finally, a study was undertaken to confirm that the percept for rate and place pitch were separate. The study showed that dissimilarities between the two pitch percepts could be best explained in two dimensions of perceptual space. This confirmed both our initial findings that rate and place pitch were different, and the lack of interaction between the fundamental frequency and stimulation on middle and basal electrodes. The finding also helped establish the validity of the FO/F2 speech processing strategy.

Understanding how the FO/F2 processor was effective in helping profoundly deaf people understand running speech and how to improve it, particularly for electrical stimulation alone, required not only the psychophysical studies referred to above but a detailed analysis of speech perception performance. An initial analysis of speech perception showed that vowel recognition for electrical stimulation alone (77% mean score) was better than for consonants (53% mean score) (Tong et al., 1980b). As consonants are more important than vowels for speech intelligibility, improvements in the perception of the former were obviously necessary. For this reason we analyzed the particular features of consonants perceived in a number of studies (Tong et al., 1980a; Clark et al., 1981c; Dowell et al., 1982). The results showed that for voicing, 30% information was transmitted with electrical stimulation alone, 0% with lipreading alone, and 47% with electrical stimulation combined with lipreading. These results confirmed that voicing, which is not visible on the lips, was being effectively transmitted by the FO/F2 speech processing strategy. A similar trend was seen for the nasals (m/n/). On the other hand the reverse applied for affrication (/f/, /v/, /s/, /z/) and place (/b/, /d/, /g/, /p/, /t/, /k/). In the case of affrication the percentage information transmission was 9% with electrical stimulation alone, 58% with lipreading alone and 75% with combined electrical stimulation and lipreading. For place the information transmission was 14% with electrical stimulation alone, 70% with lipreading alone and 74% with electrical stimulation combined with lipreading. These results suggested there was a need for the transmission of more high frequency information for improving the perception of affrication and the transfer of more information over short durations for the phonemes conveying place information.

While the above studies were being undertaken to study how the FO/F2 strategy might be improved, work was carried out with Nucleus Limited to help in the industrial development of the implantable receiver-stimulator and wearable speech processor for clinical trial for the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The implantable receiver-stimulator (Clark et al., 1983) was made more robust than the prototype developed by The University of Melbourne, and had the electronic circuit streamlined in the
The speech processor (Clark et al., 1983) was made smaller (Figure 1), and it implemented the inaugural FO/F2 strategy. We also undertook a series of additional biological studies at this time that were subsequently of value in helping to establish for the FDA that the device was safe as well as effective (Clark et al., 1987).

The FDA clinical trial was carried out initially by centres at The University of Melbourne; University of Iowa; Baylor College of Medicine, Houston; Mason Clinic, Seattle; New York University; Good Samaritan Hospital, Portland; University of Toronto; Louisiana State University, New Orleans; Medizinische Hochschule, Hannover; and the University of Sydney. This wider clinical trial confirmed the initial results obtained by The University of Melbourne. On 40 patients it showed a mean improvement in CID open-set sentence tests from 52% for lipreading alone to 87% for lipreading combined with electrical stimulation three months postoperatively (Dowell et al., 1986). For electrical stimulation alone the mean open-set CID sentence scores on 23 patients were 16% (range 0-58%) three months postoperatively, and 40% (range 0-86%) 12 months postoperatively. This trial also showed that there was considerable variation in patient performance (a finding in all subsequent trials and for all devices to this day), and that significant learning was required to effectively use the speech sounds induced by electrical stimulation.

At the time there was considerable debate as to whether multiple-channel (multiple-electrode) stimulation was really more effective than methods of single-channel stimulation. Reports occurred from different centres which did not take into account patient variation and which used a variety of assessment procedures. For this reason a controlled comparative study was undertaken by the University of Iowa on the 3M House and 3M Vienna single-channel systems, and The University of Melbourne/Nucleus and Utah multiple-channel systems (Tyler et al., 1987, Gantz et al., 1987). The 3M House system had the speech waveform modulating a 16 kHz carrier on a monopolar electrode, the 3M Vienna system a spectrally weighted waveform on one of four common-ground electrodes, and the Utah system bandpass filtered waveforms on six monopolar electrodes.

The results showed significantly better speech perception performance for the multiple-channel systems, and although the performances of The University of Melbourne/Nucleus and Utah devices were comparable in quiet the Utah device performed better in noise from multi-speech babble. It was thought this performance difference in noise was due to the difficulties a preprocessing system such as The University of Melbourne’s cue-extraction speech processing system. The perceptual dissimilarities among ten two-electrode stimuli were estimated by triadic comparisons and the resulting matrices analyzed by non-metric multidimensional scaling (Tong et al., 1983b). This showed a two dimensional solution to be the best, indicating that the dissimilarities between two electrode pairs differing in both apical and basal electrodes was even greater than the sum of two component dissimilarities. These results suggested that two electrode stimulation was perceived as a sensation with two components, and could therefore be used to present speech information with two components, such as the first and second or the second and third formants.

To assess the value of using a speech processing strategy presenting two formants we developed an acoustic model of electrical stimulation on normal hearing subjects (Blamey et al., 1984a). The acoustic model was especially necessary as all our implanted patients were involved in the clinical trial for the FDA. Multiple-channel electrical stimulation was modelled with a set of bandpass filtered noise stimuli and gave similar psychophysical results on normal hearing subjects as pulsed electrical stimulation had given on the first two implant patients (Blamey et al., 1984a). The speech perception of the two multiple-channel implant patients when using the FO/F2 strategy was then compared with that of the normally hearing listeners when using an acoustic model of the FO/F2 strategy (Blamey et al., 1984b). 22 different speech perception tests were used and very good agreement found for the two groups of subjects indicating that the acoustic model could be a useful tool for the development and evaluation of alternative speech processing strategies.

It was considered preferable to initially compare the FO/F2 strategy with one that presented the first rather than the third formant in addition to the second formant as there was good evidence from the acoustic literature that the lowest two formants were at least the most important features for recognizing a vowel (Delattre et al., 1952). The study (Blamey et al., 1985) in fact showed a significant difference between the FO/F2 and FO/F1/F2 strategies for the vowel but not the consonant test. However, with consonant confusions there were improvements in information transmission for voicing (34% to 50%), nasality (84% to 95%) and affrication (32% to 40%) but not for place (28% to 28%). We also discovered that the consonants could be classified according to the amplitude envelopes of the F2 filter output, and this also improved for the FO/F1/F2 strategy. The improved vowel perception and increased information transmission for consonant features probably accounted for the significant improvement obtained in understanding running speech as shown with the speech Tracking test.

Having shown with the acoustic model that improved speech perception scores occurred for the FO/F1/F2 compared to
the FO/F2 strategy a decision was made by industry to implement it as a wearable speech processor and this is known commercially as WSPIII. When this was clinically trialed on implant patients (Clark, 1986; Dowell et al., 1987) speech perception results were similar to those obtained with the acoustic model. This showed the benefits of coding first and second formants on a place basis, and the predictive value of the model. In quiet the closed-set medial vowel scores improved from 51% to 58% and the consonant scores from 54% to 67%. The mean open-set CID sentence scores three months postoperatively increased from 16% to 35% (Dowell et al., 1987). Improved speech results in noise were also achieved by the addition of the first formant, and they were comparable to those for the fixed filter strategy of the Utah multiple-electrode system (Dowell et al., 1987).

To further improve speech perception, especially for consonants, it was next considered appropriate to code additional information in the high frequencies on a place basis. Rather than use the third formant as we had originally proposed, we presented the filter outputs on a place coding basis in the ranges 2000-2800Hz, 2800-4000Hz and 4000-6000Hz for unvoiced sounds and two of these for voiced sounds. As initial results with this strategy showed improvements over the FO/F1/F2 strategy (Dowell et al., 1990), it was implemented by Cochlear Pty. Limited as a wearable unit and an independent comparison made for the FDA by Skinner et al. (1991). This strategy is known commercially as Multipeak-MSP.

An independent comparative study (Cohen et al., 1993) has recently reported speech perception results for the single-channel 3M Vienna, the multiple-channel Inerad device (previously referred to as the Utah strategy), the multiple-channel Nucleus WSPIII (previously referred to as the FO/F1/F2 strategy), and the multiple-channel Multipeak-MSP device. The results confirmed the previous findings of Gantz et al. (1987) and Tyler et al. (1987) that the multiple-channel devices were superior to the single-channel system. Furthermore, open-set speech perception scores were significantly better for the Multipeak-MSP device than WSPIII. The mean open-set sentence score for WSPIII was 32% (range 2 to 76%) and for Multipeak-MSP 58% (range 9 to 97%). The open-set scores for Multipeak-MSP patients were also significantly better than for the Inerad device (Cohen et al., 1993).

Space does not permit a summary of the research that has been undertaken to apply the FO/F1/F2 and Multipeak strategies to children, and those who are prelinguistically deaf, (born deaf or lost hearing before developing language) on the biological research to ensure the device is safe for children under two years of age. There is also not space to summarize our recent psychophysics and speech research which is showing that a strategy which extracts the six spectral maxima and presents these on a place coding basis, with amplitude modulation of a constant rate to convey voicing, is giving better results than the Multipeak-MSP device. Psychophysical and speech research in adults with cochlear implants in both ears is providing useful basic information and showing benefits in hearing speech in the presence of noise. Research to combine information presented by electrical stimulation to a cochlear implant in one ear and sound to a speech processing hearing aid in the other ear is also looking promising.
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